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Tradingview Basics 
 

You probably have a Tradingview account already. If not, just register a new one here. 

Scroll down and choose „Try free basic”. It will remain free… 

 

Log in to your account and click „Chart”. 

 

 

 

Click the Assets section and type „BTCUSD”. Choose „BTCUSD PERPETUAL CONTRACT” 

from the dropdown menu. 

 

 

 

You can use the Bitcoin Indicator on any chart. It fits for any crypto or forex assets. 

Feel free to play around with it… 

 

 

https://www.tradingview.com/gopro/?share_your_love=bitcoinindicator
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Choose 30m timeframe as this is the default you can use it on any timeframe, tho. If 

you change the timeframe change the value of the signals, too for the better accuracy. 

Anyways I’ll describe it later but for now let’s set it up as the default.  

 

 

 

Also choose „Heikin Ashi” chart. 

 

 

 

Feel free to use it with hollow candles and candles, too. I do prefer Heikin Ashi as it 

shows the actual trend… 
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To find Bitcoin Indicator click on Indicators/ Invite-only scripts. 

 

 

 

If you want the „Bitcoin Indicator look” for your chart just click settings and change 

colors as following; 

 

 

 

Body - #26c6da, #7e57c2, opacity 77% 

Borders - #4dd0e1, #9575cd, opacity 80% 

Wick - #4dd0e1, #9575cd, opacity 50% 
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In Appearance menu choose „Gradient” and set #2a2e39, #131722. 

Also set opacity to 0% on „Vert Grid Lines” and „Horz Grid Lines”. 

 

 

 

Congratulations! 

 

Now your chart should look like this; 
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Bybit Basics 
 

Bybit is the most advanced leverage trading platform for Bitcoin and crypto assets. If 

you don’t have an account yet, register here. 

 

Log in and make a deposit. Navigate to Assets/ Deposit next to the asset. 

 

 

 

Click on „Derivatives” and choose the pair you you want to trade with. 

 

 

 

 

https://www.bybit.com/en-US/register?affiliate_id=15539&language=en-US&group_id=0&group_type=1
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Click on „Cross” and choose „Isolated”. Here you can set the leverage. 

 

 

 

I recommend you to use „Market” order as it will open your poistion immediately on 

the actual market price when you click on Long/ Short buttons. With „Limit” order you 

can set a trigger price manually. 

 

 
 

If you want to trade with all of your balance choose 100% below quantity. Use the 

Bitcoin Indicator to find the best entry and click „Long” or „Short” to open the position. 

Always set a Stop Loss… read more about it later. 
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The Indicator 
 

As I mentioned before the default Signal setting were optimized for the 30m, Heikin 

Ashi chart. If you change the timeframe you have to set the values for the Signals. You 

can do it in Settings/ Input. Play around with the numbers until you find the most 

accurate Signals on your chart. 

 

 

 

I share you the settings for lower timeframes. Keep playing with the numbers until the 

signals look the best on the current market. Don’t forget to save the chart. You can 

have multiple saved charts on Tradingview. 

 

1m; 52, 20, 13, 3, 7, Safety Off 

3m; 52, 6, 60, 7, 12, Safety Off 

5m; 10, 10, 10, 7, 7, Safety Off 

15m; 30, -2, 9, 6, 52, Safety On 
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You can also change the color of the Signals/ Trend Cloud in „Style” menu. It’s useful 

when you want to make a difference between the strategies. You can set Alerts, too. 

Click on the Dots/ Set alert on Bitcoin Indicator A. 

 

 

 

If you want to get notification to your phone just download the Tradingview app and 

log in. Set an alert on dekstop or phone and check „Notify on app”.  When you set an 

alert pay attention to the options; 

 

Only Once – You will receive alert only once then it stops 

Once Per Bar – You will receive alert immediately when it’s triggered 

Once Per Bar Closed – You will receive alert when the actual bar has closed 

 

For example you want to get a notification when a signal appeares but don’t want to 

get into the trade too late. In this case choose the Signal you want and set „Once Per 

Bar”. When you get the alert prepare for the position and get into the trade when the 

bar closes and the Signal lasts. 
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Leverage, Take Profit & Stop Loss 
 

When you open a position with leverage it always has a liquidation price which is a bit 

tricky. When Bitcoin hit the liquidation price your position will get liquidated so you 

will lose all of the balance you trade with. 

 

Never get liquidated! Always set a Stop Loss. 

 

Let’s say you trade with 23x leverage. In this case the liquidation price will be around 

3.8% from your entry price. If you take high risk and let all of this gap as a correction 

zone then set a stop loss next to the liquidation price. This way your position will be 

closed in around 85% loss which is huge but you still have 15% of your balance left. If 

you let it to get liquidated you will lose 100% of it…  

 

Here are some examples for Leverage/ Liquidation price gap. 

 

23x ~ 3,8% 27x ~ 3% 34x ~ 2.3% 43x ~ 1,72% 

52x ~ 1,35% 61x ~ 1,1% 77x ~ 0,77% 97x ~ 0,5% 

 

When you calculate your Take Profit don’t forget about the trading fees. It’s about 

0,14%. So for example you want take 50% pure profit from your 34x leverage position. 

In this case 34 x 0,14% = 4,7%.  

 

50 + 4,7 = 54,7. So the position has to run into +54,7% to take 50% profit.  
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This is how you can choose your maximum leverage according to the timeframe and 

risk you take; 

 

Low Risk 

4h – 3x 2h – 7x 1h – 10x 45m – 13x 30m – 17x 15m – 23x 

5m - 29x 3m – 32x 1m – 37x 

 

 

Medium Risk 

4h – 7x 2h – 12x 1h – 16x 45m – 19x 30m – 23x 15m – 29x 

5m – 33x 3m – 38x 1m – 44x 

 

 

High Risk 

4h – 12x 2h – 16x 1h – 20x 45m – 25x 30m – 29x 15m – x34 

5m - 43x 3m – 52x 1m – 61x 

 

 

Extreme Risk 

4h – 17x 2h – 25x 1h – 32x 45m – 37x 30m – 43x 15m – 52x 

5m - 61x 3m – 80x 1m – 100x 

 

 

Note it doesn’t mean you have to trade the 1m timeframe with 37x leverage as a 

beginner. It’s very risky even though it’s in the low risk category. Practice with low 

leverage before you would higher it. 

 

 

ATTENTION!  

These numbers were calculated for Bitcoin only. Do you own calculation for other 

assets because they will definitely differ. 
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Signal Strategies 
 

The first thing you have to do is checking the higher timeframe. For example if you 

want to trade with high leverage on the 1m check the 15m and the 3m, too. This will 

give you a hint about the whole picture. If there is a massive uptrend on the 15m chart 

you will look mostly for Long entries on the 1/3m… 

 

Also keep in mind you have to set the values of the signals from time to time. This way 

you can be pretty sure the next few signals will be accurate. 

 

Massive Trend 
 

For massive trend strategy check the Trendlines/ Cloud. If there are no changes in color, 

the price runs trhough your screen and the Cloud is wide that’s a massive trend. In such 

cases you don’t need more confirmations. You can go with the Signals only but if you 

want some extra safety just look at Bitcoin Inicator B and look for dominance with 

increasing hills. 

 

 

The opposit applies to Short positions. 
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Recharging 
 

For recharging strategy you will wait for a trend change first. You can also set alert for 

that on any timeframe you want. This way it will be easier to find them. So once you 

see the Trendline/ Cloud is changing it’s color let’s wait for the first signal. 

 

If you look for more confirmation just check the money flow and look for dominance. 

On this example the money flow moves on the opposite side but the waves are tiny 

and weak. It’s a good conrifmation. 

 

 

 

The best if money flow is strong with big hills forming and moves on the same side as 

the actual trend. For more safety look such cases.  

 

The first Signal should be very close to the trend change so do not continue this 

strategy if the Signal doesn’t appear in time. Also there are many cases when the money 

flow doesn’t give the confirmation but you can see the signal apearing. Avoid trading 

in such cases. Money flow dominance is very important for „Recharging”. 
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Money Flow Strategies 
 

Trend Catch 
 

For trend catch strategy look for a trend exhaustion and get in just before the trend 

changes. 

 

When you can clearly recognize a slow trending also dominance on money flow you 

can prepare for „Trend Catch”. In such cases wait until the new trend getting to it’s end. 

On this example the money flow is changing it’s main direction and the Trend Cloud is 

curving after a small downtrend. As we can see there was a huge positive dominance 

on the MF previously so we can be pretty sure about this trade. Getting into a trade 

before the trend changes is highly profitable. 

 

 

The opposit applies to Short positions. 

 

Practice it and after a while you will recognize topping & bottoming easily. This is a 

skill you can develop. 

 

For take profit you can use previous highs or lows. You can also go with the trend and 

just follow the Trend Cloud. Pay attention if it’s curving. mone flow. If you see the hill 

Be aware and go with the flow. 
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Bouncing 
 

See the price pumping or dumping on bigger timeframe and wait for the bouncing on 

the lower. Once you identify it just ride the hills. The best if you see similar sized hills 

on the money flow. 

 

 

 

Bouncing is a very common pattern. You can use this strategy on sideway moving 

market, too. It’s the most powerful after a big pump or dump when the price is in the 

consolidation phase. However there are many cases when bouncing forms randomly 

on the market. The key is to recognize it in time after 2-3 similar sized hills and ride the 

following one. Also it’s important to avoid overtrading these times. Trade one maybe 

two hills and step back because bouncing can stop anytime. 

 

Take profit point can be at the top/ bottom of the hill. For example if you open your 

position on the top of the hill on the positive side you can keep it open until it’s 

bottoming on the negative. In case you are a safety player you can close it once the 

Money Flow crosses the zero line. 

 

The best if you go with the flow and wait for an entry based on the Money Flow 

dominance. For example if there is a huge dominance on the negative side you should 

open your position on the top of the hill on the positive side. 
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Divergence & Magic Dot Strategies 
 

Divergence lines and Magic Dots came with the update of the Bitcoin Indicator. Both 

of them are highly accurate trading signals. If you don’t know what divergences are 

please visit the Bitcoin Indicator website. 

 

Clear Divergence 

When you trade divergences always go for the clear ones. More clear it is higher the 

chance of playing out. 

 

 
 

Clear divergence often means massive price action in longer-term so you can keep 

your position open until Money Flow draws a new hill on the other side of the zero line. 

However sometimes it’s better closing right after the price reacted it. Check bigger 

timeframes to decide. 

 

Clear divergence means there are two separated hills on Money Flow with maximum 

one hill formed between them on the other side. Also there should be a clear trend 

forming on the chart. Most of the time divergences are the first sign of a trend change. 

 

 

https://www.bitcoinindicator.co/divergences/?utm_source=userguide&utm_medium=userguide
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Magic of Dominance 

For this strategy you want to see the Money Flow drawing huge hills while fails to grow 

on the other side of zero line. Check the size of the current hill, too. If it’s small, weak 

and turning back you can trade the Magic Dot with confidence. 

 

 

 

The Last Magic 

See the Money Flow curving and wait for the Magic. Dots come and go but a Magic 

Dot around the third third of the curving Money Flow is definitely one of the best 

entries. 
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High Leverage Trading Methode 
 

As I promised I share you my high leverage methode, too. For the entries you will use 

the above mentioned strategies. The main goal is making huge (30-80%) profit on each 

trade using high leverage. This methode has an extrem risk factor so don’t do it with 

money you can’t afford to lose! 

 

I will describe the methode using Bitcoin as example but you can do it with any assets, 

obviously. However for those the optimal leverage is highly differ. For example if we 

use 34x leverage on BTC that would lead to equal results if we used ~16x on OMG. This 

is because of the extrem high volatility of altcoins. 

 

Step One 

Move you capital to USDT wallet and leave only 10% of it in BTC. 

 

For example you have $1,000 to play with. This case you will exchange ~$900 into USDT 

and start your trading session with only ~$100. Remaining $900 will be used to refill 

the BTC wallet if you suffer losses. 

 

Step Two 

Start trading on the 1/3/5/15m with 34-77x leverage and set the stop loss next to the 

liquidation price on each position you open. Also set take profit for 50% profit. Here is 

a little help for this with the fees included; 

 

Timeframe/ Leverage/ 50% profit / Liquidation price gap 

15m / 34x / ~ 1,7% / ~2,3% 5m / 52x / ~ 1,1% / ~1,35% 

3m / 61x / ~ 1% / ~1,1% 1m / 77x / ~ 0,8% / ~0.77% 
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Obviously you can trade on higher timeframes, too. The higher the timeframe the more 

accurate the strategy. Usually I trade the 30m timeframe only and check all the assets 

available on bybit. This way I can find entries pretty often. But let’s continue the steps… 

 

Step Three 

Win 6-12 trades in a row. With 6 trades you will 10x your starting balance while with 

12 trades you will 100x it. This is how your balance will look like with 12 trades if you 

start your trading session with $100 only. 

 

$150 $1,702 

$225 $2,553 

$337 $3,829 

$505 $5,743 

$775 $8,614 

$1,135 $12,921 

 

Statistics; There are 30-40 Signals in one week on the 1/3/5/15m timeframes in total 

and ~75% of them lead to 50% clear profit minimum. These are only the Signals and I 

didn’t talk about the trend changes, divergences and magic dots, yet. There is 

everything you need to 100x your balance in a week, however it’s a bit complicated in 

action. You probably have a life, do your own business and also sleep. Also let’s say 

you are a safety player also you don’t have much experience yet so you have to refill 

your BTC balance some times. In this case you can 100x your balance in 1-2 months. 

 

So you start the session with $100 

1-2 months later you have $10,000 in your balance 

You just start over the session with 10% which is $1,000 

1-2 months later you have $100,000 

 

Based on this idea you just made $100K from only $100 in less than six months. Will it 

require a lot of work, stressful hours, disappointment, happiness, wins & losses? Of 

course it will. This is the life of traders but if you are persistent, goal-oriented and you 

tend to practice a lot you can easly end up making a lot of money. And let’s be honest 

this is what really matters in this game. 
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The way I use the Bitcoin Indicator 
 

First of all I’ve got a lot of alerts set for several strategies on all assets available on bybit. 

It means I trade with USDT pairs so my main balance is in the USDT wallet. When I get 

the notifications on my phone I check the actual chart to decide if it’s a good entry. 

 

I look for „Clear divergences” and „Last Magic” mostly as these are my favorite 

strategies but sometimes I trade the Signals, too. Also as an experienced trader I can 

recognize „hiddern patterns”, too by checking the size of the hills. So If I find a 

promising pattern I open a position. If not I just let it go until the next notification… I 

never chase trading. That’s a golden rule. 

 

Sometimes I check the charts randomly and see an opportunity coming. If so, I set an 

alert which fits the most for the situation. It can be a signal, money flow level, trend 

cloud change, price corssing, etc. When I get the alert I quickly analise the chart once 

again if it really seems to play out. 

 

Balance management is very important. If I don’t do the „High Leverage Trading 

Methode” I open the positions with only 10% of my total capital. For example if my 

capital is $10K that case I can open 10 positions with $1K each. I repeat myself; it’s very 

important. You can’t go „all in” on one single trade because sooner or later you will 

have a losing one. Losing trades are totally okay as long as the winning ones generate 

more profit than your loss. Also this way you can focus on more assets and more 

opportunities at the same time. However I mostly do the „High Leverage Trading 

Methode” as it has the potential to grow the balance quickly. 

 

Let’s practice and play around... Find your favorite strategies and master them. It’s 

better to master 1-2 strategies than being confused! 
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Extra Tips 
 

I’ve collected you some extra tips. Some of them may sound obvious but it’s easy to 

forget about them when are you in the „trading mood”. 

 

- Look for entry first and set the leverage according to the timeframe. 

- Always ask yourself before the trade; Am I confident in this trade? 

- Wait for your entry as much as you want. This is not a race. 

- Don’t FOMO in. You don’t miss out anything, believe me. 

- Don’t overtrade. The less with higher winning rate the better. 

- Learn the strategies. Get know with them to recognize in action. 

- Avoid trading when you are in a rush. The market is there anytime. 

- Don’t trade to win back what you lost. You will lose more… 

- Blame no others if you lose a position. It was your decision. 

- Don’t force trading if you are not in the mood. 

- Trade will find you. It may sounds weird but it’s a golden sentence. 

- Put on your favorite track, dance & look for the perfect entry. 

- Remember, you do it for fun so don’t forget to enjoy! 

 

 

„What would it take to make millions of dollars 

with the Bitcoin Indicator?” 

 

 

 

www.bitcoinindicator.co 

 

https://bitcoinindicator.co/?utm_source=userguide&utm_medium=userguide
https://bitcoinindicator.co/?utm_source=userguide&utm_medium=userguide
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Disclaimer 
 

The Bitcoin Indicator is a professional trading tool, however it does not guarantee 

positive results for every trade. Trading any assets is a high risk activity especially crypto 

trading as it’s highly volatile. It is possible losing all of your capital with leverage trading 

if price moves against your prediction. Neither Bitcoin Indicator brand nor it’s creator 

take responsibility for any of your losses. You should only risk money what you can 

afford to lose.  

The described strategies were created based on a lot of backtesting but they don’t 

guarantee winning trades all the time. Without a proper balance management you can 

easily suffer loss in long-term. Not knowing this does not absolve you of responsibility. 

 

The funder of the Bitcoin Indicator might get commissions after the trades or purchases 

costumers make in the future in case they registered to any third-party platform using 

the affiliate links from the User Guide. 

All the costumers have 72 hours to ask for a refund from the time of the payment. 

There is no refund available after exceeding 72 hours in any case. Refunding processed 

on the blockchain network as it’s a Bitcoin transaction. Due to it’s nature, there is a 20% 

deduction from the amount paid by the costumer to cover the fees may occur during 

the refunding process. 

Every costumer purchased the Bitcoin Indicator will get a Lifetime access, yet the funder 

and owner of B.I. reserves the right of terminating access anytime of users are harmful 

and/or disrespectful to the Bitcoin Indicator brand and/or community. 

Purchasing and/or using the Bitcoin Indicator you automatically accept T.O.S. and 

acknowledge you’ll make all of your future trades at your own risk only. 

 

https://www.bitcoinindicator.co/terms-of-service/?utm_source=userguide&utm_medium=userguide

